This article describes the Aramaic of Tractate Karetot of the Babylonian Talmud according to MS Oxford Bodl. heb. b. 1. Tractate Karetot is one of the tractates which exhibit a special kind of Babylonian Aramaic. The first part of the article contains a description of this kind of Aramaic, with an attempt to define its unique features and their origin. MS Oxford Bodl. heb. b. 1 is the oldest dated manuscript of the Babylonian Talmud (BT) to have reached us. The second part of the article describes the features found in this manuscript which are different from the type of Aramaic known from the printed editions of the Babylonian Talmud. This is the first comprehensive description of a manuscript of the Babylonian Talmud outside the Yemenite manuscripts. 
Introduction
This article describes the type of Babylonian Aramaic (BA) found in Tractate Karetot according to MS Oxford Bodl. heb. b. 1 (O).
1 This manuscript, found in the Geniza, contains only part of the tractate. 2 Dated to 1123, it is the oldest dated manuscript of the Babylonian Talmud (BT) to have reached us.
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In describing the BA of this manuscript I shall proceed in the two main directions that research in this field has taken in the recent decades.
First, the main breakthrough in the academic study of all rabbinic sources involved grounding the research in reliable sources, such as manuscripts and oral traditions, rather than the printed editions, in which the text was heavily corrupted. Nevertheless, thus far BA has been described only according to Yemenite manuscripts 4 and the Yemenite oral tradition. 5 Only a few and incomplete descriptions are based on Geniza fragments.
6 This article contains the first comprehensive description of a non-Yemenite manuscript.
Second, it has long been known that BA is not uniform and contains many alternative parallel forms. 7 The causes of this phenomenon may be grouped into 2) 4b-6a; 18a-end.
3) According to Firkowitz, one manuscript, P, contained a colophon with the date corresponding to 1112. However, the colophon is now illegible, and his testimony is doubtful; See Raphael Nathan Nata Rabbinovicz, . H ullin 101a-105a) and the Rediscovery of the Babylonian Branch of Tannaitic Hebrew', JQR 86 (1995), pp. 9-50. I am excluding from this the Aramaic of the Geonim, to which some descriptions have been devoted, and the Aramaic of the incantation bowls. three major types: (1) Archaic Aramaic is used in certain literary genres, such as proverbs and legal documents, 8 and in sayings attributed to certain speakers, notably the earlier 9 and western 10 Amoraim. This type will not be dealt with in this article. (2) A second type of BA resembles the Aramaic of Targum Onqelos and of the Geonim in many respects. This type is used mainly in tractates Nedarim, Nazir, Karetot, Meila, Tamid (and to some extent in Temura). Only one work has so far been devoted solely to this type, which will be referred to here as 'Nedarim Babylonian Aramaic' (=NBA, after the largest tractate in the group).
11 The description given here is the first description of NBA in a tractate other than Nedarim. 12 The first part of this article will describe NBA as found in O. (3) Even Standard Babylonian Aramaic (SBA) contains many competitive forms. Although these forms may be used in the same manuscript, in many cases we can discern a consistent difference between manuscripts, or between the printed editions and manuscripts. When one is describing the linguistic tradition of a manuscript, all such differences need to be collected in order to classify the manuscript according to them. The second part of this article will deal with such forms in O.
Some brief descriptions, mentioning unique features of O, were published with the printed edition of O. 13 In the age when this edition appeared, however, more than a century ago, manuscripts were not studied in a systematic way and the printed editions constituted the main source for comparisons. Hence all features differing from the printed editions were considered unique to O. Today we have descriptions of manuscripts and direct access to them, enabling us to define the nature of such features more precisely. We can conclude that most of them are not unique to O: some are characteristic of NBA, some are characteristic of manuscripts in general (as opposed to printed editions), and some belong to a specific type of BA; only a few are unique to O.
NBA features in O

Introductory remarks
Although NBA forms have been described, 14 there seems to be a fundamental shortcoming in the approach taken so far. All published research has remarked that these forms appear in certain tractates. In fact, they are to be found everywhere in the Babylonian Talmud, leading us to wonder what is unique about these tractates. 15 This problem is greater in the light of the manuscripts, where in all tractates these forms are more common than they are in the printed editions. For example, Kara has pointed out that such forms are quite abundant in Yemenite manuscripts. 16 Similarly, Friedman maintains that in Ashkenazi manuscripts íòãéî 'something', one of the NBA forms (rather than SBA éãéî), is widespread even in the 'regular' tractates.
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It is true that in these sources NBA forms are in the minority. But they are also a minority in the 'special' tractates. Accordingly, it is hard to define what is unique about the 'special' tractates: NBA forms appear everywhere, while most of the forms are of SBA type, in both 'special' and 'regular' tractates.
It is thus clear that the designation 'special' tractates was based on a feeling that such forms are especially abundant in these tractates. Although scholars' intuitions should not be ignored, they are nothing more than that. To firmly establish the linguistic nature of a tractate, one must measure the proportion of NBA forms and compare it with the figures for other tractates. Only if the proportion is significantly higher can we conclude that this tractate is 'special'.
By way of example, take the case of íòãéî, which is more frequent in Ashkenazi manuscripts than in the printed editions. Should we remove it from the list of NBA forms? It depends on how often it appears. The approach proposed here can easily show that íòãéî typifies the 'special' tractates: We see that although íòãéî appears in the Ashkenazi manuscript F of Tractate Sanhedrin, it is infrequent, whereas it is common in two 'special' tractates. This method is the only way to establish their special character. Below I shall present and discuss the NBA features in O. Then I will determine the proportion of these forms and compare it with other tractates, both 'special' and 'regular'.
NBA forms in O
In this section I will juxtapose NBA and SBA forms in O (for the exact number of occurrences, see Table 1 ). Sixteen such forms have been noted by previous scholars; I have added another six.
(1) áåú 'again' (SBA åú): In O, only áåú occurs (once): àì §úëã áåú äéì äîì êéøòùá ìëàì ìëåú 'wherefore does the Divine Law repeat, You may not eat within your gates' (4b).
(2) íòãéî 'something; interrogative particle' (SBA éãéî): éãéî appears once: §úë áåø éãéî 'does the passage mention "majority"?' (25b). íòãéî appears twice: àì àðøçåà íòãéî ïéà äîäáå óåò 'fowl and beast are included but no other thing' (21a); ÷øaeéì ãîåòã íòãéîá §òîù §ø §îàã øåîéà 'perhaps R. Simeon maintains his view only with regard to a thing that is ready to be tossed' (24b). The distribution seems to reflect a difference in function: éãéî introduces a question, whereas íòãéî is 'something'; but the evidence is too sparse for a definitive conclusion.
(3) àëéà àì 'there is not' (SBA àëéì): àëéì appears once; 19 àëéà àì three times. 20 In àëéì the two original words were combined, the glottal stop was elided, and the resulting diphthong was contracted (la "ika > laika > leka).
(4) úéà àì 'there is not' (SBA úéì): always úéà àì. 21 In úéì, as in àëéì, the two original words were combined, the glottal stop was elided, and the resulting diphthong was contracted (la "it > lait > let).
(5) -ìéã 'to, of ' (SBA -ãéã): always -ìéã. 22 -ãéã was created by influence of the first d on the l, or it may be a new construction based on ãé 'hand'.
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(6) äàîã÷ 'first' (SBA àî÷): àî÷ appears only and always in the phrase àðú àî÷ 'the first tanna' (7 times).
24 Except for this phrase, only äàîã÷ occurs, in all inflections. 25 The frequency of àî÷ àðú in the BT seems to have influenced the use of àî÷ in this phrase in O. àî÷ was created by assimilation of the d to the m and elision of the glottal stop. Given the preservation of the d in äàîã÷, we would also expect *éîã÷, the original form of éî÷ 'before'. However, in O we find only éî÷ (12 times), whether in the temporal sense, e.g. äéî÷ äéðëé êìîã íåùî 'for Jeconia reigned before him' (5b), or the locative sense, e.g. ïåëðåáøã äéî÷ ïåúéáúé éëå 'and when you are sitting before your teacher' (6a).
(7) ïåðéà 'they' (SBA åäðéà) and its derivatives:
The independent third-person plural pronoun does not appear in the corpus.
The SBA third-person masculine plural remote demonstrative pronoun is åäðä, derived from àä+åäðéà. In O we have ïåðä, derived from àä+ïåðéà (only once): äéúéá ï[î](éá) ïéùéôã úåòî ïåðäå äáãð äáø÷ óåòä úìåò àéää 'that burntoffering of the bird is sacrificed as a free-will offering, and those coins that remain [he will bring] from his house' (28a).
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The SBA third-person masculine plural accusative pronominal suffix is åäð-, derived from åäðéà. Here it is always ïåð-, derived from ïåðéà; 27 úéà 'there is' takes the same suffix: ïåðéúéà (5a). The SBA pronominal suffix åäð-does not appear. On the other hand, the third-person feminine plural accusative pronominal suffix derived from SBA, éäðéà, does appear, twice, but only in the form éäðéîøå 'and point out the contradiction between them' (21a, 24b). On the basis of the masculine ïåð-we would expect the feminine ïéð-.
28 It seems that the wide distribution of éäðéîøå in the BT caused it to appear in O in its SBA form.
26) ïåðä appears here also in V120 L; but I have not found it in other manuscripts of the BT. Rybak, 'Nedarim', p. 108, presents ïðéä as an equivalent of SBA åäðéà, as if ïðéä were a pronoun. However, the form adduced by him is a Hebrew one: àáéù éãë àìà êéðôì ïðéäå àáà 'they are before you on the condition that father would come' (Ned. 48a); it is derived from the Hebrew ä p! ä, and it is taken from the Mishna (Ned. 5.6): ïðéä according to some readings (in other versions ïðéàå 'and they are not [unless] …'). It has nothing to do with åäðéà. The only correct equivalents of åäðéà are the forms adduced here, ïåðéà as a personal pronoun and ïåðä as a demonstrative pronoun. 27) ïåðéìëà 'he ate them' (18b); ïåðéìçð 'let him redeem them' (27b); ïåðéáúëéìå 'let him write them' (5a); ïåðéáøòéì 'let him learn them together' (5a); ïåðéâìô 'he divided them' (5a); ïåðéùøôàã 'he set them aside' (26b As a copula, the form is always SBA åäðéð for masculine, éäðéð for feminine (14 times), 29 created by prepending n to SBA åäðéà/éäðéà.
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This creates a contradiction with the independent pronoun: ïåðä and ïåð-are derived from NBA ïåðéà, whereas the copula åäðéð is derived from SBA åäðéà. It seems that there is a functional distinction between the SBA and NBA forms in this pair.
SBA åäðéà was created by borrowing hu from the singular pronoun.
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(8) úðà 'you' singular (SBA úà): each of these forms appears once. 32 úà was created by assimilation of the n to the t.
(9) ìò 'on' (SBA -à): in some phrases only -à appears: (1) àáéìà 'according to ' heleb' (23b); úéîø à÷ éåìú íùà ìò éàãå íùà 'do you point out a contradiction between the unconditional guilt-offering and the suspensive guilt-offering?' (24b); àéù÷ éàãå íùà ìò éàãå íùà 'there is a contradiction between two statements relating to the unconditional guilt-offering itself ' (24b); óåò ìò ïåðéìçð 'let him redeem [the coins] upon a bird-offering' (27b). It seems that the Hebrew word influences the choice of the preposition that exists in Hebrew.
changeable.
40 -à was created by the common BA shift '>', with assimilation of the l.
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(10) ïéãä 'this' masculine (SBA éàä): both forms occur.
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(11) àãä 'this' feminine (SBA àä): usually àä 43 and only rarely àãä.
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(12) ïéìä 'these' (SBA éðä): usually éðä 45 and only rarely ïéìä. 46 éðä was created by a l>n shift, with elision of the final n.
(13) In SBA, the second-person plural participle ends in åú-. O has only ïåú-(three occurrences in the same passage).
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(14) In SBA, the second-person plural pronominal suffix ends in åë-. O has only ïåë-(five cases in the same passage).
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(15) The SBA third-person plural pronominal suffix åä-is used here alongside NBA ïåä-. hanan ' (18b, 19a [twice]); §øãà §òîù 'on that of R. Simeon' (18b, 19a); àãäà 'on this' (22a); àúòãà 'on the opinion' (24b); as against: ãç ìë ìò 'on each one' (5a); àøäð ìò 'on a river' (6a); éì÷é÷ ìò 'on the dustheaps' (6a); éðãôà ìò 'in the palaces' (6a); àøåñéà ìò 'on a forbidden act' (18b); àðåîî ìò 'on money' (18b); àøåòéù äéìåë ìò 'on all of the amount' (18b); àøåòéùã äéâìô ìò 'on half of the amount' (18b); àèç ïéãä ìò 'on this sin' (26b); àèç ïéãä ìòã 'because on this sin' (26b); àãä ìòå 'and on this' (27a). In the common phrase áâ ìò óà, the preposition ìò is consistently preserved, for some reason, even in SBA. For this reason it is not counted here. 41) Epstein, Grammar, p. 132. 42) E.g. ÷øaeéì ãîåò ïéà éàä 'this is not ready to be tossed' (24b), as opposed to àðåâ ïéãä éë 'in this manner' (21a). 43) E.g. ïðáøå §òîù §ø éâéìô àäá 'in this R. Simeon and the sages disagree' (25a). 44) E.g. äøîà àãä ìòå 'and he said it about this' (27a). In one sentence both pronouns occur together: àãäà úùù áøã àäì éðúîã àëéà 'some there are who report the statement of Rab Sheshet with reference to that [which has been taught]' (22a). According to Morgenstern , 21b) ; ïåäìåëà 'all of them' (5a); ïåäìåëã (5a); ïåäìåëì (5a); ïåäì 'to them' (5a, 6a, 24a, 28b); ïåäéìò 'on them' (27b [3 times]); ïåäéåøúã 'the two of them' (23b, 27b); ïåäéåøú (27b). The following occurrence is not counted: éì÷ì äî ïäéðéòá ïåðéúéà ïëù ìîøëå 'parched corn and fresh ears were distinguished in that they are in their natural form' (5a). The spelling is defective, so the final nun may be a mistake for waw.
(16) The plural ending: In verbs (except for é § §ì verbs), the n is usually dropped, as in SBA; e.g. éìëà 'they eat' (24b).
50 But in 20 % of the cases the n is preserved; e.g. ïéìaeà 'they go' (28a).
51 In é § §ì verbs, on the other hand, the n is normally preserved; e.g. ïúà 'they come' (24a, 26a [twice]).
52 In nouns, the n is always dropped; e.g. éðøçåà 'others' (24a, 28a).
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In 24 cases nouns retain the n, but all of them occur in a number, e.g. åôìéð ïéøú ïî ãç 'let them derive one from two' (5a), 54 and usually also in the noun attached to it, e.g. ïéðîae ïéøúá 'two times' (5a). ; éâìôéî 'they differ' (22b). 51) So also: ïéôìé 'they learn' (5a); ïéáúé 'they sit' (28b); ïéëùîã 'they are drawn out' (6a); ïéáñð 'they state' (25a); ïéùéôã 'they remain' (28a); ïéáéúëã 'they are written' (4b [twice]); ïéîaeîå 'they contradict' (24a); ïéìá÷îã 'they accept' (24b); ïéìá÷î (24b); ïéøéúéîã 'they are superfluous' (4b, 5a). 52) So also: ïîàã 'they resemble' (19b); ïééåä 'they are' (5a, 5b); and only once it is omitted: éîèî 'they defile' (21b). The final numbers (in the tables) include only strong verbs, not é § §ì verbs. I omit here the forms åúà, åúéî, since they were created in a different way, by the analogy of the perfect and the imperfect forms, not by dropping of the final n. On the forms of é § §ì verbs see below, 2.3. ' (4b) ; ïéîåé ïéúìú 'thirty days' (27a). In three cases only the number ends with n: éàø÷ ïéøú 'two verses' (4b); ééàø÷ ïéøú (4b); éåàì ïéøú 'two prohibitions' (4b). In one case the attribute ïéàéâñ 'many' substitutes for the number and behaves similarly: ïéàéâñ ïéðîae 'many times' (25b). éøú occurs only twice: éâåì øùò éøú 'twelve logs' (5b); éàðú éøú 'two tannaim' (23b). The absolute state is used also in Syriac when attached to numbers;
The uniformity in O is impressive: almost all numbers and the nouns they modify end with n. Note also the distinction between verbs and nouns: whereas in verbs the n is retained in 20 % of the cases, it never survives in nouns except for the condition described.
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Scholars have described these sixteen features as typifying NBA. My investigations have uncovered six more. They are of the same type as the features discussed above: they are also usual in Targumic or Geonic language, and their linguistic character is also more archaic.
(17) ïî 'from' (SBA -î): in SBA the n of the preposition ïî tends to assimilate to the following consonant. Although this also predominates in O, 57 in many cases (21 %) the n is preserved. 58 In one sentence both forms occur: ìéàåä úåøae ïî éîð èòîúà àîéà äàîåèî íã èòîúéàå 'since blood is excluded from the law of sacrilege, it is also excluded from the law concerning the [eating of holy things by a] non-priest' (4b).
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see Theodor Nöldeke, Compendious Syriac Grammar (trans. James A. Crichton; London: Williams and Norgate, 1904), pp. 153-154. Omitted from the count are two cases where I cannot decide whether the word is Hebrew or Aramaic: ïéìëàá 'foodstuffs' (21b); ïéùîç 'fifty' (27a). 56) Rybak, 'Nedarim', p. 86, combines the participle with the noun. According to Morgenstern, 'Babylonian Aramaic', p. 156, in Geonic language there is a clear distinction between the participle, where the n ending is frequent, and the noun, where it is almost non-existent (except for numbers). From this he adduces a proof for the claim (advanced previously by Epstein and Morag) that the é-endings in the noun and in the participle stems from two different developments: in the participle it results from dropping of the final n, while in the noun it results from the shift -ayya > -ay > -e. 57) E.g. ïðéôìé àì úøëî åàì ïðéôìé åàìî åàì 'a law which is a subject of a mere negative command is illuminated by its context which is also the subject of a mere negative command, but a law which is the subject of a mere negative command is not illuminated by its context which is the subject of a negative command involving karet' (4b); äàø÷ ïéãäî éîð àðà 'I, too, [derived it] from this text' (25b). 58) E.g. éì à÷ôð àø÷ ïéãä ïî éì à÷ôð àëä ïî 'is this law derived from here, is it not rather derived from the following' (4b); So also: àùé÷ä ïî 'from a comparison' (4b); ãç ïî 'from one' (5a); ïéøú ïî 'from two' (5a); éì÷ ïî 'from parched grain' (5a); íçì ïî 'from bread' (5a [twice]); äúðåëúîá ïî 'from bematkuntah' (5a); åúðëúîá ïî 'from bematkunto' (5a); éî÷ ïî àùéù÷ 'from before an old man' (5b); àçúåë ïî 'from kut .
ha' (6a); àðéî ïî 'from a species' (19b); úåòî éðä ïî 'from these coins' (27b); äéúéá ïî 'from his house' (27b, 28a [twice]); äéúéá ï[î](éá) (28a); ùã÷ä ïîã 'from the sacred' (27b). 59) In several cases the n is preserved even in Hebrew, which seems to be an influence of NBA: úøë ïî åàìå åàìî åàì ïéãîì 'we learn a negative command from a negative command and a negative command from karet' (4b); ïøùá ïî ÷åìç ïîã ïéàå ìéàåä 'since their blood is not distinct from their flesh' (4b); åúééøá ïî äðúùð àì 'it was not changed from its original This feature, not previously identified as NBA, is quite common in Tractate Nedarim, even in the printed editions; e.g. (according to the printed editions): àø÷ ïéãä ïî 'from this verse' (38a); éîçø ïî 'from mercy' (40a); ãç ïî 'from one' (53a); àãä ïî 'from this' (57b); àúùä ïî 'from now' (72b). The situation in O supports the conclusion that it is a feature of NBA.
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In SBA, the n was assimilated to the following consonant (as in Hebrew). As with all the other differences between them, the SBA form is later than the NBA form.
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(18) ïéëä 'so' (SBA éëä): the demonstrative pronoun in O is usually the SBA éëä, without the original final n. 62 However, when the pronoun is combined with -à to form the expression ïéëäà 'therefore', the n is always retained.
63 This is another case influenced by the frequency of the form-in this case éëä-in SBA; by the same token, the retention of the n in ïéëäà is due to the absence of éëäà in SBA (see below, § 20). In the printed editions ïéëä appears only once, in Tractate Nedarim, 64 but it is widespread in the manuscripts of Nedarim
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and hence should be included in the list of NBA forms. This form also appears in a manuscript of Me #ila, another of 'special' tractates.
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character' (5a); ïåúçú ïî ïåéìò ïéãîåì 'we may derive the law above from the law below' (22b [twice]); ïåúçú ïî ïåéìò ïéãîåì ïéà 'we may not derive the law above from the law below' (22b). See also: éåìú íùà ïî õåç 'except for the suspensive guilt-offering' (25b), in comparison with: éåìú íùàî õåç in the same page. The influence of NBA on the Hebrew of the BT may be a promising topic for research. 60) I did not list the phrase íåùî 'because', where the n is always assimilated. It should also be noted that in the form íòãéî 'something' the n is always assimilated, and the original form íòã ïî (found in other dialects) does not appear in the BT. one in Nedarim, and one in Horayot). 84 The abundance of the form in Karetot, as well as its appearance in Nedarim, indicates that it is a feature of NBA. It should be noted that O is the only manuscript that always uses êëå ìéàåä, whereas all other manuscripts contain both êëìéä and êëå ìéàåä. In this case, as with all the other NBA features, it seems clear that êëå ìéàåä is the original form, which yielded the SBA forms êëìéä and êëìåä by elision of the glottal stop. 
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Comparison with other tractates
As stated at the outset, the mere appearance of NBA traits in a corpus has little significance. In order to determine the uniqueness of the special tractates, one should specify the proportions of these forms and the SBA ones and compare the result with the 'regular' tractates. Accordingly I have compared all the features discussed above with the situation in five tractates: Nedarim and Me #ila, which are 'special' tractates, and Pesa . him, Shebu #ot, and Be . sa, which are 'regular' tractates. In all tractates the manuscript selected is the one considered to be the best (and which has been selected for investigation by the Historical Dictionary Project of the Hebrew Language Academy).
86 Thus we have a comparison of three 'special' tractates with three 'regular' ones. The 'regular' tractates were selected so to represent three manuscript traditions: Yemenite, Ashkenazi, and Spanish.
87 This allows us to measure the exact rate of NBA traits in both the 'special' and the 'regular' tractates.
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of the glottal stop; this is the explanation offered by Bacher, 'Talmudical Fragments', pp. 147-148. Accordingly, there is no need to see the (Geonic) êëìåä as the original form and to assume that êëìéä is a result of o>i shift (as Morgenstern, 'Babylonian Aramaic', p. 71). him, Shebuot, and Betza ìò, ïé-, ïî; in Pesa . him, also úðà, ïåú-. Here are some notes on the investigation: ìò: éàîà is not included; -à: only phrases opening with -à, -àå, -àã were checked; ïé-: only the participle was checked, and the numbers do not include é § §ì verbs; -î: only phrases starting with -î, -îå, -îã were checked; ïåð-: åäðéà, ïåðéà and åäðä were also checked (although the independent pronoun itself does not appear in O), but the numbers do not include the copula åäðéð, as this form has no equivalent NBA form ending with ïåð-. In these tables a sharp distinction is discerned: the rate of NBA features in the 'special' tractates is 24 %-35 %, but only 0.67 %-1.81 % in the 'regular' tractates. The preference for NBA features in the 'special' tractates is thus solidly established. Also, it is clear that O contains more NBA forms than the other MSS examined. We should stress two more points about O: first, ten of the NBA forms are the only form used in O: áåú, úéà àì, -ìéã, äàîã÷, ïåð-, ïåú-, ïåë-, (ï)éëäà, éøú øùò, êëå ìéàåä. No other MS has so many NBA forms to the exclusion of the corresponding SBA form (Nedarim, four; Me #ila, one). Second, only in O are all 22 forms represented; Nedarim has only 13 of them and Me #ila only 11.
As for the difference between the 'special' and the 'regular' tractates, in addition to the final result, we should note that in the 'special' tractates some NBA forms are in the majority, whereas they are always in the minority in the 'regular' tractates.
The distribution of NBA and SBA forms
Having described NBA forms in O, I will now discuss the scope of their use: first, forms that could be expected but do not appear (1.4.1); and second, differences in the distribution of the forms from manuscript to manuscript (1.4.2) and between the various forms (1.4.3).
Expected forms that do not appear in NBA
Certain forms that could be expected, based on the NBA forms that are found in the 'special' tractates, do not appear:
(1) From äàîã÷, two processes produced the SBA àî÷: assimilation of the d and elision of the glottal stop. The presence of both forms in O suggests that these two processes did not always take place. Accordingly, we would expect to meet forms that underwent only one of these processes, i.e., àîã÷, äàî÷. In fact, we find either the original äàîã÷ or the late àî÷ (only in the phrase àî÷ àðú). 89 In my opinion, this shows that the only form in the spoken language was the late àî÷. The archaic äàîã÷ was directly borrowed from ancient sources, so it could only be borrowed as it was.
(2) Similarly, two changes produced the form éðä from ïéìä: a l>n shift and elision of the final n. We could expect to find forms that exhibit only one shift, i.e. ïéðä, éìä, but these forms do not appear in the 'special' tractates. This again shows that the composers of the text could take a form either from archaic sources or from the spoken language, but did not know the intermediate forms.
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(3) Based on the appearance of äàîã÷, without assimilation of the d, one could also expect the form *éîã÷, the precursor of éî÷ 'before'. However, this form never appears. This also shows that the preservation of the d is not a natural phonetic feature, but a borrowing from classical sources.
(4) On the basis of ìò (=SBA -à ), we would expect forms like *àáéì ìò (=àáéìà), *éàî ìò (=éàîà), and the like. Nevertheless, ìò never appears in such fixed collocations. It seems that ìò was intentionally taken from classical sources, but in common BA expressions, where the original ìò was no longer evident, they used only the regular forms.
(5) The BA copula åäðéð was created by prefixing n to the pronoun åäðéà. Since the classic pronoun ïåðéà and its derivatives are common in NBA, we would also expect a copula in the form *ïåðéð. This form does not exist, however, and we find only åäðéð (derived from SBA åäðéà). It seems that the composers of the text borrowed archaic forms from classical sources; because the copula starting with n does not exist in the classical sources, they were forced to use the SBA åäðéð.
These considerations show that NBA was created by borrowing features from classical sources (see 1.5.1). 35a [J1623] ). However, they do not appear in O, are not abundant in the special tractates as we would expect them to be, are not used in Geonic language (according to Morgenstern, 'Babylonian Aramaic', p. 121), and are so rare that they may be scribal errors.
The difference among manuscripts in the distribution of NBA forms
The description in this article is based on O. When we look at other manuscripts of Tractate Karetot, we encounter numerous differences regarding the use of NBA forms: an NBA form is found in a certain place in one manuscript, while in another manuscript it is found in a different place. Let me adduce two cases of the plural demonstrative pronoun ïéìä (SBA éðä) (f. 4a): O has äàîåèì éìéî ïéìä 'these words refer to defilement', where M95 V119 V120 L F all have éðä; ïéåàì ïéøú ïéìä äéá §úëã 'Because there is written in Scripture concerning it these two texts' (V119 F PE), but éðä in O M95 V120. In the first case ïéìä appears only in O, while in the second case it appears only in other manuscripts.
Moreover, it is possible to rank the manuscripts according to their use of NBA forms: some use them more and some less. An examination of some sections clearly shows that NBA features are more common in O than in all other manuscripts.
91 To check this point I examined three passages. 94) The reason for the differences among the manuscripts with regard to the totals is that only readings that are relevant for our discussion are counted, not readings that differ in the phrasing of the sentence.
It is thus obvious that there are various degrees of use of NBA forms and that O exhibits a particular tendency to use them.
1.4.3. The difference in the distribution of NBA forms Even when NBA forms are used, there is a significant difference in the frequency of the various forms: some are dominant while others are rare. There is no obvious linguistic explanation for these differences. For example, whereas the endings ïåú-, ïåë-, ïåð-appear always with a final n in O, the forms ïéëéä, ïéëä, ïéìä, ïåä-, ïé-are infrequent, even though both groups represent the same phonetic phenomenon-retention of the final n.
It seems to me that the clue is the general distribution of the terms (in either the SBA or NBA form) in the BT: the more common a term, the less often it appears in its NBA form. To demonstrate this, I compared the rate of the NBA form in O with the frequency of the term in the BT. To gauge the latter, I used the numbers of occurrences (SBA+NBA) in all six tractates surveyed ( All the forms that are used in O to the exclusion of the SBA form are relatively infrequent in the BT (2-163 in the sample). On the other hand, all the forms that have a rate under 50 % are frequent (165-674 occurrences in the sample). It is thus clear that the NBA form is used less for common BT idioms.
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This result proves that the linguistic situation represented by O is specific to the text of the BT and cannot reflect a natural, spoken language, since in a spoken language it is hard to see why the distribution in the BT should affect the choice of form.
The background and use of NBA
The facts adduced in the previous paragraph allow us to discuss some fundamental issues regarding NBA.
NBA and other types of 'Standard Literary Babylonian Aramaic'
In comparison with SBA, all the unique features of NBA are archaic. Many of them are also found in other types of Babylonian Jewish Aramaic: the language of Targum Onqelos, 97 the language of the incantation bowls, and geonic Aramaic. At present, though, it is impossible to conclude that all of these types derive from a single 'Standard Literary Babylonian Aramaic'.
98
First, NBA has to be fully described before a conclusion can be reached.
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Second, the description based on O makes it obvious that NBA, despite many would increase the numbers and strengthen our conclusion; as for ïåú-, the number is so small that a full investigation cannot change the results. 96) To this we may add the cases of éäðéîøå and àî÷ àðú, in which the SBA forms are used in O only in expressions which are common in the BT. 97) As well as Targum Jonathan on the Prophets. I will not go here into the much-discussed matter of the place and date of origin of these Targumim, as the findings presented here do not contribute to this problem. affinities with these types, is not identical with them. 100 Actually, all these types of Aramaic differ from one other. The basic question regarding NBA is: do the unique features of this language derive from a different dialect of a spoken Aramaic or do they come directly from archaic sources? The first hypothesis posits that two versions of Babylonian Aramaic were spoken during the amoraic period. One is reflected in SBA; the other, which preserved archaic forms, was used in the composition or editing of the 'special' tractates.
102 However, the considerations adduced above (1.4.1) lead to the conclusion that this language has no background in a spoken language. Rather, it was created as a purely literary language, with archaic features borrowed from classical sources in order to give it a classical flavour. This means that only SBA reflects the spoken Aramaic of the Babylonian Jews. This spoken language was used for the BT because the BT was created orally. Various types of literary Aramaic were created, in addition to SBA, by borrowing archaic elements from older sources. This is true for the incantation bowls as well as for the geonic books and responsa, which were written rather than oral. One of these literary types is used extensively in the 'special' tractates. Some of its features penetrated the 'regular' tractates, too, to a limited extent, presumably during their transmission in the geonic period. 103 100) For example, in Targum Onqelos the prefix of third masculine imperfect is yod, while here it is n or l (2.3.1.2); the usual infinitive of the pa #el and af #el conjugations are qattala and aqtala, while here the SBA forms are used, e.g. éøåñç (5b), é÷åôàì (21b). The same is true for the incantation bowls: the forms àðçðà (vs. ïðà); the third person pronominal suffix for plural nouns éäå-(vs. äé-, as in singular nouns); the particle úé (vs. -ì); and the 3 rd masculine imperfect with yod : all these are typical of the incantation bowls but do not appear in O. 101) See Juusola, Bowl Texts, pp. 20, 248. This is why I use a specific term for this language, 'NBA', without deciding about the exact relationship among these dialects. 102) This is the view expressed by Harviainen, 'Diglossia', pp. 111-113, according to which this dialect is the rural language, while SBA is the urban one. 103) This is the view of Müller-Kessler and Kwasman, 'Bowl', p. 191, regarding Targum Onkelos and the incantation bowls; Juusola, Bowl Texts, pp. 248, 250, regarding NBA and geonic language, and p. 252, regarding the incantation bowls; and Morgenstern, 'Babylonian Aramaic', pp. 13-15, regarding the geonic language.
The use of SBA alongside NBA forms
Another fundamental question is how this hybrid, in which NBA and SBA forms are used side by side, was created. Two conjectures suggest themselves. Perhaps the original text contained only NBA forms, which were replaced by SBA forms during the transmission process; it is only our text which is mixed and corrupted, whereas the original text was uniform and pure.
104 Alternatively, a mixed language was used from the very beginning and the linguistic situation in our text is not far from the original.
At first glance, it seems that our findings support the first suggestion: the many variant readings between manuscripts in this respect (1.4.2) are best explained by the assumption that the original text contained only NBA forms, which were replaced by their SBA equivalents by different copyists in various degrees. If so, in every case of difference among manuscripts the NBA form is the original one, and a manuscript that contains more NBA forms is closer to the original text. Common terms tend to appear in their SBA form (1.4.3) because the copyists were more likely to introduce SBA in such familiar cases.
However, this explanation depends on one of the central issues of talmudic philology: the process that produced so many variant readings among talmudic manuscripts. The explanation offered here assumes that the variant readings were created by corruption of a single original copy. Scholars today offer another view: that many of the variant readings are the result of a certain fluidity in the phrasing of the talmudic discussions in the final stages of its oral transmission. Hence these variant readings do not stem from corruption of the 'correct' text, but survived the crystallization stage of the talmudic text.
105 If we accept this view, we can also accept the second hypothesis: that a mixed language was already in use during the creation and crystallization of the original text. The numerous variant readings reflect variants in the phrasing of the BT, before 104) This is the view expressed by some scholars; see Rybak, 'Nedarim', pp. 124-126. Their view, though, that the entire Talmud was initially written in this kind of language cannot be accepted. According to this view, it would be impossible to explain why only tractates which were not studied during the Geonic period (the special tractates) preserved Geonic features, while the rest of the BT, which was studied in the Geonic period, did not preserve such features; See J.N. Epstein it was committed to writing, among the various transmitters, who differed in their affinity for NBA forms. Naturally, for common terms these transmitters tended to use SBA forms more extensively.
106 And if we accept the suggestion expressed above, that the unique features of NBA are borrowed directly from archaic sources and do not reflect a spoken language, it is quite logical to encounter a mixed language in which literary and spoken features are used side by side.
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Description of O
The first part of this article discussed the NBA features in O. Now I will describe all the other features that reflect a type of BA different from that of the printed editions. The situation in O will be compared with other manuscripts of the BT.
Although NBA forms as such will not be discussed below, it must be noted that some of these forms may also reflect NBA. Due to the limited scope of this study, however-tractate Karetot alone, with comparison to other tractates-I cannot prove that they are features of NBA. Further research, based on a comprehensive investigation of all the 'special' tractates, may add some of them to the list of NBA forms.
Spelling
2.1.1 åàì 'a prohibition; not': usually åàì, once àåì.
108 The latter spelling is rare (I have found it only twice in other manuscripts).
109 To the four known spellings of this word, åàì, åéì, åéàì, ååì, we should now add this spelling.
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106) The unclear connection between O and the tradition of Halakhot Gedolot (see above, n. 91) seems to point to the same direction, according to which the connection with a Geonic tradition also caused the tradition of O to use these traits more extensively. 107) This is how Juusola, Bowl Texts, pp. 250-252, explains the similar mixture of forms in the bowl texts. The first possibility offered here, that the mixture is a result of the transmission process, is of course impossible in the bowl texts. 108) úàöé àåìì äøòáä 'kindling was singled out [in Scripture] in order to establish for it a prohibition' (20b). 109) åèìåô êë åòìåáë §îàã íåùî àåì 'is it not because we say, as it absorbs, so it exudes?' (Pes. 74b [M95]); àåì äðè÷ ïéà äðåáae úáã äìåãâ 'one that is of age, who is eligible to effect a sale, was meant, but not a minor who is ineligible to effect a sale' (Ket. The spelling of the plural form is always ïéåì without aleph. 111 The spelling ïéåì is widespread in tannaitic and BT manuscripts. 112 2.1.2 àúéãá íåô (a place name): in the printed editions, this name is always spelled as a single word, àúéãáîåô. In manuscripts the separated spelling is widespread, preserving the original components of the word. 113 The separated form appears once in O. 114 2.1.3 Denoting final vocalic a with aleph or with he: as is usual in the BT, final vocalic a is denoted by aleph. In the following categories he is used in O: (1) When the base form ends with aleph (to avoid the spelling àà-), e.g. äàîã÷ 'first' (21a); äàø÷ 'verse' (25b). This is also the regular orthography of the printed editions. (2) Numbers always end with he.
115 (3) In the verb, the third-person feminine singular perfect and participle usually end with aleph (43 times): e.g. à÷éìñ 'she came up' (28b), àøáúñî 'it is probable' (24a); but in seven cases we find he.
116 With regard to numbers, this can be a Hebrew influence: since some Hebrew and Aramaic numbers are identical (äòáøà, äùîç, äòáù, äòùú, äøùò), it could be that this group was first spelled as in Hebrew and the practice then spread to all numbers. Because this suggestion does not account for the feminine forms, however, we may suggest that this is a retained ancient feature: because in BA the determinate form of the noun became predominant, the ancient feminine ending almost disappeared; for example, in BA the form äëìî 'queen' does not exist, but only àúëìî, with final aleph (the original spelling of the determinate). These two categories, numbers and feminine verb forms, are the only ones that retain the original feminine ending in BA, therefore they are spelled with he (the original spelling of the feminine ending). 117 2.1.4 àìà 'but': this word is always spelled defectively in O, 118 and never àìéà as in "Babylonian" manuscripts.
119 Yevin's conclusion that 'a manuscript in which this word is spelled always defectively is probably Palestinian' 120 has to be re-examined, because the defective spelling is widespread in ancient and reliable manuscripts of the BT.
2.1.5 àìà = àì éà 'or not': two examples show the defective and connected spelling.
121 In other instances the spelling is as usual.
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2.1.6 -ã éë (= -ãë) 'as': when the comparative preposition éë is followed by a phrase that begins with dalet, BA usually employs the combined spelling -ãë; this is also the common spelling in O: àéðúãëì 'as it is said' (4b).
123 The spelling -ã éë occurs once: åìëåàå åãøåâ øëë éáâ ìòù íã àéðúã éë 'as it is said, The blood found on a loaf of bread must be scraped away and the loaf may be eaten' (22a). Although this spelling is used mainly in Yemenite manuscripts,
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it is also found in non-Yemenite manuscripts 125 and is regular in the geonic literature. 134 but even this also appears as àø÷ éàî. Except for this phrase, in the printed editions we find only àø÷.
135 (2) äàîã÷ 'first': àî÷ appears only in the phrase àî÷ àðú 'the first tanna'. The original this list. The separated spelling is common in manuscripts, while the connected spelling is common in the printed editions. Rybak himself offered examples for the separated spelling only from manuscripts (n. 113), and only the phrase øîã àä éë from the printed editions (n. 112). This phrase has nothing to do with the phrase discussed here, since the dalet does not follow éë and cannot be attached to it. -ã àä éë is very widespread in the printed editions everywhere in the BT, e.g. àéðúã àä éë (Ber. 25a et passim), so it certainly cannot be an NBA feature. 127) So also: øîúéàã (19b); äøñúéà 'it was forbidden' (25a); àøñúéî 'it is forbidden' (25a). form äàîã÷ appears three times.
136 (3) äàøúá 'last': only the original form äàøúá appears: äàøúá àììë 'the last generalization' (21a) (three times).
2.2.1.1.3 àúòãà>àúòã 'view, opinion': the verb ÷éìñ with àúòãà appears in the printed editions 12 times in the expression àø÷éòî ïéúòãà ÷éìñã éàîìå 'but on our original assumption' and the like (e.g., Shab 97b), and twice in the phrase àúòãà ÷éìñ àìã àñðåà [...] àúòãà ÷éìñã àñðåà 'an accident which may be foreseen … an unforeseeable accident' (BM 94b). These phrases, where the verb ÷éìñ ends with a consonant, prove that the original form has a prefixed aleph: àúòãà. When the first component is à÷ìñ, with a final vowel, the printed editions have only àúòã à÷ìñ, with elision of the -à between two a vowels (similar to the above-mentioned shift äàø÷>àø÷). 137 In O, too, the original aleph has usually vanished (8 times), 138 but it is preserved once. Sokoloff, Dictionary, p. 346, also states that the full form is the original one. 138) E.g. äàîåèì éìéî ïéìä àðéîà àúòã §÷ìñ 'I might have thought the law referred to defilement' (4b). 139) úåøae ïî éîð èòîúà àîéà äàîåèî íã èòîúéàå ìéàåä àðéîà àúòãà à÷ìñã 'for I might otherwise have thought, since blood is excluded from the law of sacrilege, it is also excluded from the law concerning the [eating of holy things by a] non-priest' (4b). I have found in manuscripts only two more instances (both in Yemenite manuscripts): ïéúòãà à÷ìñ à÷ (Pes.
. 140) So also: àéù÷ àôåâ àä 'this in itself is a contradiction' (Ber. 8b), as against àéù÷ äôåâ àä (Shab. 34b). According to Wajsberg, 'Hatza#at ha-#Eqronot', p. 341, since the forms àôåâ and äôåâ interchange in manuscripts, it is impossible to decide which is correct. However, it is possible to decide which is the original.
I might say [it is] not [so]' (26a), where àôåâ parallels àðåîî. The important point here is not the appearance of both spellings (a feature of the printed editions, too), but the careful use of the correct spelling for each function.
2.2.1.2.2 äøáñú: äøáñú àì úðàå 'and do you not think it [=this way]' (18b). In the printed editions, this form is written only with final aleph.
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In manuscripts the spelling with final he is widespread. Following their oral tradition, Yemenites always pronounce the he, despite the aleph in the printed editions they use. 
Weakening of 'ayin
One form may reflect weakening of 'ayin: åàèéç äòéãé àä åàèéç äòéãé àì íúä 'there his sin is not known, here his sin is known' (23a). The expected form is òéãé, in agreement with the masculine àèç, but weakening of 'ayin may have caused a similar pronunciation of masculine òéãé and feminine äòéãé.
Other phenomena
2.2.2.1 Plural ending of words ending in -ay: in the printed editions the plural form of àø÷/äàø÷ (ground form: qray) is always éàø÷, which appears three times in O. 143 The form ééàø÷ appears twice. 144 On the other hand, the plural of àðú (ground form: tannay) is always éàðú.
145 It seems that the original yod is preserved in the form ééàø÷, without the typical eastern shift é>à, which is reflected in the forms éàø÷ and éàðú.
146 The forms ééàø÷, ééàðú, ééàøåîà, ééàìò and the like appear mainly in Yemenite manuscripts and in Geonic literature, and only rarely in other sources. 143) éàø÷ ïéøú 'two verses' (4b); éàø÷ ïéøéúéîã 'that the verses are superfluous' (5a); àì éàø÷î äéì úéà 'from verses he cannot learn it' (19a). 144) ééàø÷ ïéøú (4b); ééàø÷ ïéøéúéîã (4b). 145) àéä éàðú 'it is [a difference between] tannaim' (22a, 25a); éàðú éøú 'two tannaim' (23b). 146) According to Morgenstern, 'Babylonian Aramaic', p. 73, the spellings ééà-and éà-reflect the same pronunciation. However, since in O we do not find spellings like ééàä, ééàî and the like, and the spelling ééà-occurs only when the pronunciation -aye is possible, it seems that the spelling ééà-reflects the latter pronunciation. 147) For the Yemenite manuscripts and Geonic literature see Kara, Yemenite Manuscripts, pp. 130-131. He does not bring ééàø÷ itself, but it is very widespread in Yemenite manuscripts,
å=åà=éà:
Once O has åàìå instead of åàì éà, found in all the other manuscripts. 148 The waw seems to represent åà, which in turn represents éà, thus making the shift éà>åà>å. Both phenomena are known: å for åà is widespread, 149 and åà for éà is typical of Geonic literature, e.g. §úòã à÷ìñ åà.
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In Yemenite manuscripts we also find yod or waw for éà, i.e. éëäé, éëäå = éà éëä. h ha-Mishna (Hebrew) (Jerusalem and Tel Aviv: Magnes and Dvir, 2nd edn, 1964), II, pp. 1062-1064. Although he adduces many cases, not all of them stem from the same reason: some result from a phonetic change, and others from a syntactic one, because waw can also connect alternative cases. Here the process is phonetic. 150) B. Lewin (ed.), Otzar ha-gaonim (Haifa: n.p., 1928), I, p. 24. It seems that the original form is éà; see Morgenstern, 'Babylonian Aramaic', p. 71. I did not find in O åà for éà. On the other hand, there are some cases of éà for åà (only in Hebrew): úðî ìò éà åá ãîìúäì øåáéöì åøñåîì 'for experimenting or with the intention to hand it over to the community' (5a); øåáéöì åøñåîì úðî ìò éà åá ãåîìì (5a); àì éà ùã÷ä çáùá øôëúî íãà 'can a man obtain atonement with the increase of consecrated property or not?' (27a); àì éà ïéçãð íééç éìòá 'can living animals be rejected or not?' (27a); éà íéìòá úçé÷ìá éà àìà úåùøôúî ïéð÷ä ïéà ïäë úééùòá 'bird-offerings are designated only at the time of purchase by the owner or at the time of offering by the priest' (28a). 151) See Kara, Yemenite Manuscripts, p. 45. 152) So also: äøîà 'she said' (28b); äøñúéà 'it was forbidden' (25a). 153) On the dropping of the final vowel and the consequent merging of the masculine and the feminine forms, see Kutscher, 'Review', pp. 157 thus its prevalence here seems to be an early feature, not part of NBA or the Geonic language.
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The appearance of -t only in é § §ì verbs is unique: in other Aramaic dialects this ending is preserved in both strong verbs and é § §ì verbs. In BA, on the other hand, it usually drops from both strong verbs (the regular ending being -a) and from é § §ì verbs (the ending being -ay).
159 Only in O is there a distinction between the two categories, with the -t retained only in é § §ì verbs. This can be explained in two ways. The survival of the -t may be due to the preceding long vowel, found only in é § §ì verbs.
160 There could also be a morphological motivation: dropping the final t would have produced forms like h a wa, identical to the masculine. 161 To preserve the gender distinction, then, the -t was preserved specifically in é § §ì verbs.
Prefix of the third-person masculine imperfect
The prefix of the third-person masculine imperfect is usually n-, e.g. éúéð 'let him bring' (5a), 162 and always in the plural forms. , 1927) , p. 154, is influenced by the masculine form. However, it can also be a result of the process -ayat>-aat; see, e.g., Bar-Asher, 'Unity', p. 90. 161) In the regular form, which ends with -ay, this problem is avoided by the y, which appears only in the feminine form; i.e. masculine äåä, feminine éàåä. 162) So also: àîéð 'let him say' (5a); áåúëð 'let him write' (26a). 163) E.g. åôìéð 'let them be learnt' (5a). a minority of instances. 164 The actual count is n-72 times and l-10 times (88 % n-). In BA l-seems to predominate. 165 In the Yemenite manuscripts, though, n-is regular; in some of them the ratio is similar to that in O. 166 In Geonic literature there is no tendency in either direction and no distinction can be discerned between these two prefixes.
167 Therefore the extensive use of n-in certain manuscripts does not connect them with the Geonic language. Apparently the original prefix in BA is l-, and the n results from the l>n shift.
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The classic prefix y-appears in two cases. BA employs this prefix when there is an intentional reference to classical or western Aramaic.
169 This may account for the following occurrence in O, which relates to the High Priest in the Temple Period: àãéîúì ÷ñé ééàé àéãâ éà ¬äéãéá éåçà àúà 'he came and waved his hand, if goat's flesh were best let it be offered for the daily sacrifice' (28b). The other occurrence deals with an incantation. Still, the general formulation is typical of BA, including forms with prefix n-, so the y-is strange: ïàî éàä äé÷ñòá çìöî éà òãéðã éòáå à÷ñéò ãéáòéã éòáã ïàîå [...] ¬àúù ÷éñî éà òãéð éòáã àìâåðøú éáøéð ¬àì éàå 'when one wishes to know whether he will survive the coming year …, and if one is about to engage in business and wishes to know whether he will succeed or not, let him get a cock and feed it' (5b).
Assimilation of t in the itpe#il and itpa#al
In the itpe #il and itpa #al conjugations, assimilation of the t is very common in BA. In O the t is frequently preserved. In the following cases it is always preserved: (1) à § §ô verbs (as a result of the elision of the aleph), e.g. øîúéà 'it was said' (22a).
170 (2) ò § §ò verbs: òøúéîå 'it is broken' (6a); (3) when the first radical is a sibilant (and there is metathesis with the t), e.g. ééåøúùàì 'to be allowed' (26a). When the first radical is a guttural (including r), the t is preserved in ten out of twenty cases (50 %); e.g. éaeçúîã 'it is seen' (24b).
172 When the first radical is not a guttural, the t is preserved in seven out of 21 cases (33 %); e.g. éòáúî 'it is needed' (4b) (twice).
173 There thus seems to be a slightly greater tendency to preserve the t before gutturals.
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The overall rate of preservation is 41 %, which seems to be higher than usual in the BT. The following may illustrate the difference: in the verb éòáéà/ éòáúà, O preserves the t in three of its five occurrences, while in the printed editions of the BT it is preserved in only five out of more than 1,000 occurrences.
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This trait, of course, shows a tendency for archaism.
Plural participle of é § §ì verbs
In the plural participle of é § §ì verbs, O displays four different endings: (1) ï-: ïúà 'they come' (24a); 176 (2) å-: åúà 'they come' (23b); 177 (3) ïéé-: ïééåä 'they are' (5a, 5b); (4) é-: éîèî 'they defile' (21b). The most common of these is ï-(4 out of 10), which is typical of Targumic Aramaic. Scholars believe that this ending 172) So also: éðäúéàã 'he benefited' (26b); éðäúàã (26b); ãáòúîã 'it is done' (24b); àãáòúîã (25a); ãéáòúà 'it was done' (20a); éáøúà 'it was included' (4b [3 times]); éáøúàã (4b); as against: áééçéî 'he is liable' (22a, 26a); áééçì 'let him be liable' (18b); áééçéð (5a [4 times]); éðòîå 'he becomes poor' (27b); éðòî (27b); ñëøéî 'it is lost' (24a). 173) So also: éòáúàã 'he was obliged' (24a); àîéé÷úî 'it is explained' (4b); øôëúî 'it is atoned' (27a); èòîúà 'it was excluded' (4b); èòîúéàå (4b) (note that in five out of the seven cases, the middle radical is a guttural); as against: éòáéî 'it is required' (18b); éòá éàã 'it was asked' (27a); éâìôéî 'they are divided' (22b); òá÷éà 'it was established' (18a [twice]); òá÷ð 'let it be established' (18a); ïååëéî 'he intends' (20a); ïååëéà 'he intended' (19b); ïåëéà (19b); ïåëéàã (19b); àðøôëî 'I am atoned' (24a); øôëéîã 'he is atoned' (26b); øôëéî (27a, 27b). 174) In the Geonic literature, too, in most cases the t is assimilated but tends to survive when the first radical is a guttural; see Morgenstern, 'Babylonian Aramaic', pp. 134-135. 175) Even in these cases, four are in proverbs, where a classic style is to be expected: éäåìâø äéúé ïéìéáåî ïîú éòáúéîã øúàì ¬äéá ïéáøò ïåðéà ùéðéà øáã 'a person's feet are his surety, they transport him to the place where he is sought' (Suk. 53a [twice]); éòáúî àîñ éàî àéñà òãé éñúî éàîáå äéì 'the doctor knows what drug he needs and how [the patient] is cured' (Ned. 50b); éòáúéî éàîì äéúøîìå äéøîì ¬àéåù àì äéñøë íåäðã àãáò 'a slave who is not worth the food that he eats, for what is he needed to his master and mistress' (Gi . t. 12a). Only one is in a regular sentence: éòáúî àìå éáìëì àãéîñ àãñç áø éá 'the people of the house of Rab Hisda-bread of the finest grade flour to dogs, and it is not needed' (M. Qa . t. 28a). 176) So also: ïúà (26a [twice]); ïîàã 'they resemble ' (19b depend on the origin of this word: according to Kutscher, it is derived from ìè 'shadow'; if so, the l is part of the root. 211 According to Epstein, though, it is derived from -ì åèîà = -ì åèî ìò = 'regarding the part which is deserved for'; if so, the l is an added preposition. 212 Accordingly, the different spellings may reflect different analyses of whether the l is part of the root. In any case, the lack of the l seems to support Epstein's view. 214 These forms are common in manuscripts.
215 ïåá and ïåáà are common in the Palestinian Talmud.
àøéae:
In contrast with the common àøéae, àøåae is widespread in Geonic literature and Yemenite manuscripts. 217 Here we find only àøéae. 218 It has been suggested that àøåae results from a partial assimilation of the vowel to the r. 219 Since, however, it is derived from the adjective øéòae/øåòae 'little' (with omission of the guttural), the name probably depends on the form of the adjective. As Kutscher has pointed out, in various Aramaic dialects there is a shift from the original øéòae to the late øåòae. 220 The proper noun would have undergone a parallel shift, from àøéae to àøåae. In any case, according to both explanations the àøåae of the Geonic literature is late, and the form used in O, which is also standard in most manuscripts and the printed editions, is the original form.
2.3.4.3 ùé÷ì ïá ïåòîù §ø / ùé÷ì ùéø: in most cases the form is ïá ïåòîù §ø ùé÷ì (13 times); 221 ùé÷ì ùéø occurs only three times. 222 The long form, which predominates here, appears in the printed editions in only about 20 % of the occurrences. 
Words and phrases
2.4.1 àðåáéø 'master, teacher': in BA this word refers only to God. 224 In O there is one case where it refers to a human being: åñøâ ïåëðåáø éî÷ ìòéîì ïåúéòá éë äéîåôì åaeç ïåëðåáøã äéî÷ ïåúéáúé éëå ¬ïåëðåáéø éî÷ì åìéò øãäå ïéúéðúî àø÷éòî ïåëðåáøã 'when you wish to come before your teacher [to learn], revise at first your Mishna and then go to your teacher; and when you are sitting before your teacher look at the mouth of your teacher' (6a). The fourfold repetition proves that it cannot be a scribal error. In all other manuscripts, the form is ïåëáø and the like, derived from the standard term áø. 225 In Mishnaic Hebrew, too, ïåáø usually refers to God, as in BA, and rarely to a human being. 226 230 In the BT, àîìò ìë appears almost exclusively in Yemenite manuscripts (37 times, vs. 95 times for àîìò éìåë).
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Summary of O
The first part of this article dealt with NBA forms. The second part discussed the other features of O, which represent a type of BA different from that known from the printed editions. These features can be divided into two kinds:
(1) Features that do not appear in the printed editions but are frequent in manuscripts. For these, O is a good representative of reliable manuscripts. These features include: the separated spelling àúéãá íåô; preservation of the original he of the third-person feminine singular pronominal suffix in the forms äôåâ and äøáñú; the form ïðé÷éñò; the phrase éì à÷ôð; and the proper nouns ïåáà and ïåáø. Especially interesting are features known mainly from Yemenite manuscripts (some also from Geonic literature): the spelling of the comparison expression -ã éë; preservation of the original yod in the plural form ééàø÷; the shift éà>åà>å; the prevalence of the n prefix for third-person masculine imperfect forms, such as éúéð; and the phrase àîìò ìë. Since O is not Yemenite, the existence of these forms in O proves that they are not late or Yemenite innovations. It should be stressed that O cannot be classified in the same group of the Yemenite manuscripts or the Geonic literature, since many features typical of Yemenite manuscripts and Geonic literature are absent from it; e.g. àøåae. The case of àøåae is especially instructive; according to the analysis of this name, here the Geonic language displays a late feature, as do the manuscripts that follow it. This means that when a manuscript resembles the Geonic language, each feature must be considered separately in determining whether the form is early or late.
(2) O includes a relatively large number of features that are rare even in manuscripts: the spelling àåì; preservation of the original aleph in the forms äàø÷ and äàîã÷ and in the phrase àúòãà à÷ìñ; the nominal forms àðøçåà and àúòåîù; and addition of d in the temporal expression -ã éë (the origin of ãë). Four features have not been found in any other manuscripts: retention 230) àîìò ìëã (4b); àîìò éìåëã (22b). 231) E.g. éøùã éâéìô àì àîìò ìëã 'all agree that it is permitted' (Pes. 27a [J1623]). Except for the Yemenite manuscripts, it appears only here and once more (Ta #an. 25a [O23]) and in some Geniza fragments; see Friedman, 'Scroll Fragment', p. 24; idem, 'Early Manuscripts', p. 17; idem, 'The Manuscripts', p. 176.
of the ending -t in the third-person feminine singular perfect of é § §ì verbs, as úåä; 232 the prevalence of the ending -an in the plural participle of é § §ì verbs; éäð in free use; and àðåáéø to denote a human being. Almost all these features do appear in other Aramaic dialects. Their presence in O proves that they are part of a certain type of BA.
Conclusions
In this article, two aspects of the language of Tractate Karetot have been examined according to MS O.
Tractate Karetot is one of the tractates which show a unique kind of BA. In the first part of the article, the typical features of this Aramaic dialect were examined. The list of these features has been corrected: some forms have been added 233 and others removed. 234 In addition, a new approach has been proposed for working with this material. To date scholars have been content to show that such forms appear in these tractates. Such an approach is not satisfactory, since these forms appear everywhere in the BT, even in the printed editions, and more extensively in manuscripts. According to the approach proposed here, the exact rate of these forms has to be measured, in comparison with the 'regular' tractates. It was found that the proportion of these forms is between 25 % and 33 %, whereas in the 'regular' tractates it is between 0.67 % an 1.81 %. Another conclusion is that O has a greater tendency to use these features than all other manuscripts examined. The most important finding, made possible only thanks to this approach, is that NBA features tend to appear less often in locutions that are frequent in the BT. Consequently, the current linguistic situation of the 'special' tractates must be unique to the BT and cannot reflect a living, spoken language. In my opinion, such an approach must be adopted in all future research on this topic. Moreover, it should be used in all domains of research into BA. As is well known, one of the problems in the study of BA is that various forms serve in the same function side by side. Exact measurement of the ratio of competing forms is the only way to define the status of every corpus and to enhance our understanding of the situation in BA.
232) The form itself, of course, is known in other traditions, too, but the fact that it is used almost exclusively is unique to O. 233) 1.2, 17-22. 234) See 2.1.6; 2.3.1.1; 2.3.1.4; 2.3.3.1.
In the second part, all the other features were described. These reveal a type of BA different from that known from the printed editions. Some of them are known from manuscripts, while others are unique to O.
When examining differences between manuscripts, one tends to wonder which is the original form and which is the corrupt form created by copyists. For example, it seems that the spelling äôåâ is the original, whereas àôåâ was created by copyists who did not pronounce the final he and consequently replaced it with the normal BA mater lectionis for final vocalic a. In most cases, though, both competing forms seem to be original. This conclusion can be reached in two cases: (1) when both forms are very common in manuscripts; (2) when only one is widespread, but linguistic considerations show that the competing form, too, is original. For example, the form àø÷ is so widespread that it must be authentic, yet the form äàø÷ preserves the original aleph and must therefore also be authentic. Because it is implausible that copyists corrected the common àø÷ to the original äàø÷, the existence of äàø÷ shows that it too survived in a certain type of BA. Differences of this sort include éàø÷/ééàø÷, and àúòã à÷ìñ/àúòãà à÷ìñ. In the cases of àðéøçà/àðøçåà and àúòîù/àúòåîù, the authenticity of the irregular forms is confirmed by other dialects.
Special attention should be paid to cases where two competing original forms appear in the BT but a certain manuscript adheres to only one of them. A good example is the use of prefix n-or l-for the third-person masculine imperfect. Most manuscripts use both, with a preference for l-. There is no reason to doubt that a similar situation existed in the spoken BA. In some manuscripts, such as O, though, n-is used almost exclusively. It is difficult to imagine that it was the copyists who decided to prefer this prefix. It seems that such sub-groups, reflected in consistent differences between manuscripts, also reflect sub-groups in the spoken language, perhaps in different places. Another example is the é § §ì third-person feminine singular perfect éàåä, dominant in BA, and úåä, dominant in O.
Describing and explaining the inventory of differences within BA is the major challenge of the study of this dialect. Descriptions of various manuscripts and the unique nature of each will provide a clearer picture of the Aramaic of the Babylonian Talmud.
